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With the continuous development of economic globalization and integration, 
maritime business has also obtained steady developments during the past ten years. 
Along with the development of container liner shipping industry, transportation and 
electronic information, the competition of container liner shipping industry is 
becoming increasingly fierce, and the difficulty of management of shipping 
companies is increasing. Therefore, the issue of revenue management in the maritime 
industry has begun to receive attention. How to use the advantage of professional 
transport enterprise, allot space reasonably to meet customer demand and maximize 
the transportation efficiency, it is crucial to the survival and development of container 
liner shipping company. Due to container liner shipping industry and revenue 
management of the most successful aviation industry comparison, there are many 
similarities, but there are differences, so the aviation industry (traditional) revenue 
management approach to the container transportation industry. On the basis of 
analyzing the container slot allocation, drawing on domestic and international 
shipping, aviation and other modes of transport slot allocation, this paper find out the 
reasonable tactics and methods to solve the problem. 
This paper firstly introduces current status of marine container transportation, the 
related conception of revenue management and the feasibility of applying revenue 
management to shipping transportation. Then analyzes the main influencing factors of 
slot allocation and current status of D shipping company, proposes the methods and 
tactics of slot allocation for D shipping company. Finally applies the revenue 
management theoretical knowledge in practical, establishes a new procedure of 
container slot allocation. Consider variables such as differential pricing, allocation 
control prediction and allocation reservation. For service contract customers, 
establishes container slot allocation model. Using Lingo, the model is computed and 
analyzed on the data of a practical example of D shipping company, and a reasonable 
slot allocation method is reached. 
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